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Abstract— Centralized spectrum management is one of the
key dynamic spectrum access (DSA) mechanisms proposed to
govern the spectrum sharing between government incumbent
users (IUs) and commercial secondary users (SUs). In the current
centralized DSA designs, the operation data of both government
IUs and commercial SUs need to be shared with a central
server. However, the operation data of government IUs are often
classified information and the SU operation data may also be
commercial secrets. The current system design dissatisfies the
privacy requirement of both IUs and SUs, since the central
server is not necessarily trustworthy for holding such sensitive
operation data. To address the privacy issue, this paper presents

a privacy-preserving centralized DSA system (P
2-SAS), which

realizes the complex spectrum allocation process of DSA through

efficient secure multi-party computation. In P
2-SAS, none of the

IU or SU operation data would be exposed to any snooping
party, including the central server itself. We formally prove

the correctness and privacy-preserving property of P
2-SAS and

evaluate its scalability and practicality using experiments based

on real-world data. Experiment results show that P
2-SAS can

respond an SU’s spectrum request in 6.96 s with communication
overhead of less than 4 MB.

Index Terms— Dynamic spectrum access, protection zone,
secure multi-party computation, Paillier cryptosystem.

I. INTRODUCTION

D
YNAMIC spectrum access (DSA) technique has been

widely accepted as a crucial solution to mitigate the

potential spectrum scarcity problem. In the U.S., spectrum

sharing between the government incumbents (i.e., federal

or non-federal agencies) and commercial wireless broadband
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operators/users is one of the key forms of DSA that are

recommended by NTIA [2] and FCC [3]. Recommenda-

tions in the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and

Technology report (PCAST) have identified 1,000 MHz of

federal spectrum to create “the first shared-use spectrum

superhighways” [4].

The PCAST has also recommended to set up a centralized

spectrum access system (SAS) to govern the spectrum sharing

between incumbent users (IUs) and secondary users (SUs).

This recommendation of SAS-driven design is also reflected

in FCC’s recent proposal for DSA in 3.5 GHz [5]. In Europe,

a similar DSA scheme named licensed shared access (LSA)

is also being developed, and 2.3-2.4 GHz band has been

identified for an initial deployment of LSA [6]. Without loss

of generality, we refer to the central DSA systems as SAS in

the remainder of this paper.

One of the critical concerns in light of the increasing

prospects of the SAS-driven spectrum sharing is the privacy

issue [5]. For national security reasons, operation information

of government IUs is often classified data. For example, the

IUs in 3.5 GHz DSA band in the U.S. include military and

fixed satellite service licensees [5]. In Europe, the IUs of

2.3-2.4 GHz LSA band include military aircraft services and

police wireless communications [6]. These IUs’ operation data

is highly sensitive. Similarly, SUs’ operation parameters may

also be sensitive commercial secrets for their operators. It is

highly likely that SU network operators will be reluctant

to share their base stations’ deployment and configuration

strategies.

Yet, to realize efficient spectrum access, current

SAS-driven designs require IUs and SUs to send their

operation data to SAS for spectrum allocation. It exposes

IUs and SUs to potentially severe privacy violation since

SAS is not necessarily trust-worthy for holding such sensitive

operation data. For example, according to FCC and PCAST

report [4], [7], SAS may be operated by some commercial

third parties to enhance its efficiency and scalability. In fact,

Google has already developed the third generation of its

3.5GHz SAS prototype [8].

Even if the operator of SAS is trusted, it may be breached

by adversaries (e.g., intrusions, malwares, insider attacks).

In such cases, adversaries will have access to all IU and SU

operation information. In essence, how to protect IU and SU

operation privacy from SAS becomes a critical challenge that
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can potentially deter the wide adoption of DSA technology.

Unfortunately, there is very little existing research on this

problem.

The goal of this paper is to fundamentally address

the privacy challenge by developing a privacy-preserving

SAS (P2-SAS). Through an efficient multi-party compu-

tation (MPC) design, P2-SAS guarantees that no snoop-

ing entities, including SAS itself, can obtain any infor-

mation about SU and IU operation data during the entire

DSA process.

MPC is a well-known technique for secure computation.

It allows multiple parties to jointly compute a function

over their inputs, while keeping these inputs, the interme-

diate computation results and the outputs private. However,

designing an MPC-based SAS is a nontrivial task. MPC

for general function computation is currently not practical

due to its huge computation complexity. In the security

community, customized MPC solutions for specific applica-

tions, such as distributed voting, private bidding and auc-

tions, and private information retrieval [9]–[11], have been

explored recently. These customized solutions are much more

efficient than general-purpose MPC. Unfortunately, none of

them is able to realize MPC for SAS. This is because SAS

demands very complex computations that are significantly dif-

ferent from those applications explored in existing literatures.

Specifically, designing MPC for SAS encounters the following

challenges:

(1) To ensure accurate interference management in DSA,

SAS usually adopts complex radio propagation models for

interference calculation, e.g., Longley-Rice (L-R) model [12].

These models take multiple parameters, such as IU/SU’s

geolocation, IU/SU’s antenna configuration, terrain data,

weather, and soil condition, into some sophisticated math com-

putations. These math computations involve multiple trigono-

metric, logarithmic, exponential, comparative, multiplicative

and additive operations. Realizing such complex computations

in MPC incurs huge computation and communication over-

head.

(2) SAS needs to ensure that SUs’ operation will not disturb

any IU. Specifically, to decide whether to approve or deny an

SU’s spectrum access request, SAS needs to compute whether

the accumulated interference from all the SUs will exceed any

IU’s interference threshold when this SU starts to operate.

Achieving the above procedure in MPC needs to compare

integers in a secure way. Yet, secure integer comparison is

a known complex problem and no existing solution is fast and

practical enough for large scale computation [13].

(3) If an SU’s spectrum access request is approved, SAS

needs to issue a license that permits the SU to access the

spectrum in a certain pattern (e.g., location, antenna height,

transmit power, etc). To ensure privacy, the above procedures,

including the response of permitting the SU or not, and the

permissible SU operation parameters in the license, must all

remain private in MPC. Yet, the yes/no response and the

license’s content all need to be digitally signed to prevent

forging attempts at the SU side. However, no existing liter-

ature has ever provided efficient digital signature generation

using MPC.

Fig. 1. System model of SAS involves three parties: IUs, SUs, and SAS
Server.

At first glance, the above challenges for designing an

MPC-based SAS seem daunting. In this paper, we make

the following contributions towards completing this difficult

mission.

• On a high level, we separate the parameters in a radio
propagation model that need privacy protection from those

that are public knowledge. Only the part of radio propagation

model that involves private parameters needs to be performed

by MPC. Then, we disintegrate the computation related to

private parameters into a small set of basic operations that

can be homomorphically computed using Paillier cryptosys-

tem [14]. In addition, we precompute the non-private part,

which transforms this part of computation into simple lookup

for further efficiency improvement.

• By investigating the properties of integers involved in
SAS’s computation, we employ a clever way for integer

encoding to circumvent the complex secure integer comparison

problem, yet we can still obtain the integer comparison results

securely.

• We realize the computation of spectrum license and

its digital signature generation in MPC by an innovative

combination of radio operation’s observable nature with digital

signature’s integrity property.

• We explore various means to make P2-SAS practical.

We investigate the tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency

of P2-SAS in interference computation, and we formulate

it into an optimization problem to search for the optimal

P2-SAS parameter setting. We propose practical acceleration

methods to improve P2-SAS’s efficiency, and we demonstrate

the scalability and practicality of P2-SAS using experiments

based on real-world data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II describes the system and adversary model, states our

design goals, and introduces some preliminaries. Section III

describes the basic design of P2-SAS. Section IV presents

several refinement techniques on the basic design for bet-

ter accuracy and efficiency. Section V evaluates P2-SAS.

Section VI discusses some related work. Section VII concludes

this paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System Model

We consider a SAS involving three parties, as illustrated

in Figure 1: IUs, SUs, and SAS Server. SAS Server refers to

a central spectrum management infrastructure that allocates

spectrum resources while considering incumbent operation

protection from interference. A typical scenario of the system

is described as follows. Firstly, IUs update SAS Server with

their operation data, such as location, interference sensitivity
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threshold, and antenna height. Then, any SU that needs

the spectrum must send SAS Server a request for spectrum

access along with its operation data. Based on some accurate

radio propagation model, SAS Server computes whether the

accumulated interference from all the SUs will exceed any

IU’s interference sensitivity threshold when this SU starts to

operate. If the answer is yes, a response to the SU denies its

request. If the answer is no, a response to the SU permits

its spectrum access with a license. Finally, the SU sends a

confirmation message to SAS Server to confirm the reception

of the response.

The above SAS model belongs to the protection zone

approach for interference management, where an SU’s oper-

ation is permitted as long as the addition of the SU’s

interference will not exceed any IU’s interference sensitivity

threshold. We have addressed the privacy issues of SAS for

the exclusion zone enforcement approach in [15] and [16].

In exclusion scenario, an SU can only access the spectrum

when it is out of the exclusion zones of all IUs. We focus

on the protection zone approach in this paper because it can

release more frequency opportunities than the exclusion zone

approach [17], and thus is considered as the future trend for

interference management [18].

B. Adversary Model & Design Goals

We assume SAS Server is semi-honest (a.k.a. honest-but-

curious), which means that it acts in an “honest” fashion and

exactly follows the protocol design for spectrum allocation,

but it is also “curious” and attempts to infer private IU/SU

operation data from the information communicated to it.

Essentially, a semi-honest SAS Server can only passively

monitor the execution of spectrum allocation process to infer

IU/SU’s operation information, and cannot actively deviate

from the process.

The goal of P2-SAS is to realize the SAS process described

in Section II-A correctly, while preserving the IU/SU data

privacy from the semi-honest SAS Server. In the following,

we formally define correctness and privacy of a SAS scheme

in the semi-honest model using the simulation paradigm [19].

Specifically, we denote the computation of the SAS process in

Section II-A as a functionality f , and denote any SAS scheme

for computing f as π . Since f is deterministic, correctness

and privacy can be defined separately as follows.

Definition 1 (Correctness): We say that π correctly

computes f if

{outputSUs(x, y, z, n)} c≡ { f (x, y, z)}, (1)

where x, y, z are the input data from IUs, SUs, and SAS Server

respectively, n is the security parameter, and outputSUs is the

output of SUs during an execution of π . In our scenario, it is

the approval/deny information SUs finally obtain.
c≡ denotes

computationally indistinguishability. Intuitively, in this defini-

tion, we say a privacy-preserving SAS scheme π is correct if

the output of π , which is defined as the approval/deny response

sent to an SU, is the same as the original SAS process defined

in Section II-A. Basically, this means that π will not alter the

spectrum allocation results.

TABLE I

PAILLIER CRYPTOSYSTEM

Definition 2 (Privacy): We say that π securely computes f

in the presence of semi-honest SAS Server if there exist

probablistic polynomial-time algorithms, denoted as S, such

that

{S(z,outputS AS(x, y, z, n), n)} c≡ {viewπ (x, y, z, n)}, (2)

where view is the view of SAS Server during an execution

of π , i.e., the transcript of messages that it receives and

its internal states. outputS AS(x, y, z, n) is the output of SAS

Server during an execution of π , i.e., the data it finally sends

to SUs. The definition essentially says that an SAS scheme

is secure in the presence of semi-honest SAS Server if SAS

Server cannot obtain any information about IU/SU’s opera-

tion from the encrypted IU/SU input data and the encrypted

spectrum allocation results.

C. Preliminaries on Paillier Cryptosystem

The design of P2-SAS heavily leverages the homomorphic

properties of Paillier cryptosystem [14]. Paillier cryptosystem

efficiently supports homomorphic addition, subtraction and

scalar multiplication operations on the ciphertexts, and the

generated results, when decrypted, match the results of the

operations on the plaintexts. The details are shown in Table I.

Note that Enc is a probabilistic algorithm due to the intro-

duction of the random number r while Dec is deterministic,

so one plaintext can be encrypted to different ciphertexts while

one ciphertext can only be decrypted to one plaintext.

III. BASIC P2-SAS DESIGN

In this section, we present the basic design of P2-SAS.

In Section IV, we will introduce several refinement techniques

on the basic design to accelerate its execution speed.

A. P2-SAS Design Overview

As shown in Figure 2, our P2-SAS design involves four

parties: (1) a SAS Server S for computing spectrum allocation,

(2) IUs, (3) SUs, and (4) a Key Distributor K . K creates

a group Paillier public/private key pair
(

pkG , skG

)

. pkG is

distributed to S and all the users, while skG is kept as a

secret only known to K . In addition, each SU b has his own
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Fig. 2. P2-SAS overview.

TABLE II

NOTATIONS

pair of Paillier public/private keys
(

pkb, skb

)

, and pkb is sent

to K . Using skG and pkb, K can provide key conversion

service, where it converts a ciphertext encrypted by pkG to a

ciphertext encrypted by pkb for SU b to decrypt. We assume

K is trusted in keeping skG secret only to itself, and K

will not collude with S to compromise IU/SU operation data.

In the real world, S can be operated by some commercial third

party (e.g., Google) for enhanced efficiency and scalability;

K is operated by IUs.

P2-SAS works as follows. Both IUs and SUs encrypt

their operation data using the group public key pkG before

sending to S. Upon receiving SU b’s spectrum access request,

S performs secure computation on the encrypted operation

data to calculate whether the addition of SU b’s interference

will exceed any IU’s interference threshold. Based on the

private spectrum computation results, S is able to generate

a response to SU b. The response includes a ciphertext

message encrypted by SU b’s individual public key pkb, which

is created by leveraging K ’s key conversion service. Upon

decrypting the ciphertext message, SU b finds out whether

its spectrum request is approved or not. If the request gets

approved, SU b also obtains a spectrum access license. The

license contains SU b’s operation parameter specification and

is properly signed by S to prevent any potential forging or

tampering attempt. Finally, SU b sends a confirmation message

to S to confirm its reception of the response. In the entire

process, all the IU/SU operation data, and the intermediate and

final computation results stay private and are never exposed

to any of the SAS components, including S and K . Table II

gives the description of notation to be used in our scheme.

It is worth mentioning that in some cases, for example

3.5 GHz band, IUs will not provide operation information

directly to S due to policy reasons. Instead, FCC allows one

or more environmental sensing capabilities (ESCs) to sense

federal IU activity and provide the sensing data to S for

spectrum allocation computation [20]. FCC requires that ESCs

should be managed and maintained by a non-governmental

entity. And to protect the privacy of federal operations, FCC

also requires that ESC does not store, transmit, or disclose any

IU operation information. If the requirement can be relaxed,

such that the encrypted IU operation information can be trans-

mitted as long as it is impossible for unauthorized parties to

decrypt it, then P2-SAS can support such ESC-based system.

Specifically, under P2-SAS, ESC service can derive the IU

operation data from its sensing result, encrypt the operation

data and send the ciphertext to S. All these computations can

be done in memory and then all sensing data and intermediate

results can be deleted from memory immediately after the

ciphertext is transmitted. In this way, location data of IUs is

never stored and retained in ESC. The transmitted ciphertext

is encrypted by the group public key pkG and hence will

never be exposed to any entities, satisfying the non-disclosure

requirement of FCC as well. From S’s point of view, the same

secure computation will be performed regardless of whether

the source of encrypted IU operation data is from IU itself or

from the ESC services. Thus, P2-SAS can work well in an

ESC-based system. Without loss of generality, we will discuss

the design of P2-SAS assuming the source of IU operation

data is IU itself in the remainder of this paper.

The remainder of this section presents the details of the

above P2-SAS design. First, we describe the content and

format of the input data to S. Then, we show how we

realize the secure spectrum computation over the input data.

Specifically, we firstly introduce the spectrum computation in

the plaintext domain, and then we illustrate how each plaintext

computation step can be carried out securely in the ciphertext

domain.

B. Private Input Data to SAS

To reduce secure computation overhead, we need to separate

the privacy-related parameters in interference calculation from

those that are public knowledge. For interference calcula-

tion, we adopt the highly-sophisticated L-R model, which

takes 13 parameters as input [12]. Among these input parame-

ters, only frequency, distance, antenna height, transmit power,

polarization, and terrain data need to be specifically consid-

ered. The other parameters are environmental parameters, such

as earth dielectric constant, earth conductivity, atmospheric

bending constant, climate, etc., which describe the statistics

of the environment in which the L-R system is to operate.

These environmental parameters are independent of individual

users’ operation settings and hence need no privacy protection.

In addition, polarization only affects the reflectivity of the

ground, which is also a known constant when frequency is

above 100MHz [12]. Since DSA systems usually consider

spectrum sharing in GHz band [4], polarization is also con-

sidered to be non-private. Finally, terrain information is public

knowledge, which can be easily found in government terrain
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TABLE III

PRIVACY-RELATED PARAMETERS

database, such as USGS [21] and STRM3 [22]. With the

above elimination of non-private parameters, all the privacy-

related parameters for interference calculation can then be

summarized in Table III.

To reduce MPC’s computation overhead in the later stages,

we next need to represent these private IU/SU operation data

of Table III in proper form. Specifically, we quantize the

service area of S into L equal-sized grids, and express users’

location using the grid number. In addition, we quantize IU

antenna height into HI levels and SU antenna height into

HS levels, and we assume there are F frequency bands for

spectrum sharing. Based on the above quantization, an IU

i ’s operation data can be represented by a three-dimensional

matrix Ti := {Ti (l, h I , f I )}L×HI×F . If IU i is located in

grid l with antenna height of h I and operating frequency of

f I (a.k.a. operation position of (l, h I , f I ) in the spatial and

spectrum domains), Ti (l, h I , fI ) is set to IU i ’s interference

threshold ζ . The rest entries of Ti are set to 0. Similarly,

a three-dimensional matrix Rb := {Rb( j, hS, fS)}L×HS×F is

used to represent an SU b’s operation data. If SU b’s operation

position is ( j, hS, fS), Rb( j, hS, fS) is set to SU b’s maximum

transmit power η. The rest entries of Rb are set to 0, indicating

that no active transmission exists in these operation positions.

It is worth to note that if an IU worries that malicious

SUs may infer its operation data by analyzing multiple SAS’s

spectrum responses, the IU can add obfuscation noises to its

operation data Ti as follows:

Ti (l, h I , f I )← Ti (l, h I , f I )+ φ, (3)

where φ is the noise. Some preliminary noise generation

techniques, such as introducing fake IU locations and fake

interference thresholds, are proposed in [23] for traditional

SAS. Moreover, we can use differential privacy [24] to gener-

ate Laplace noise for more rigorous privacy guarantee. Note

that these obfuscation techniques for traditional SAS are fully

compatible with our P2-SAS design since they only affect

Ti by noise addition, and the following process of P2-SAS

stays the same. As pointed out by the existing work [23],

the potential downside of such obfuscation techniques is the

lowered spectrum utilization efficiency due to the added noise.

We leave the work of finding the right balance between

obfuscation effectiveness and spectrum efficiency for a more

comprehensive privacy-preserving solution in the future.

C. Spectrum Computation in Plaintext

In this subsection, we outline the spectrum computation

steps in the plaintext domain to ease the understanding of the

secure spectrum computation steps in the ciphertext domain

in Section III-D, III-E and III-F.

1) Initialization: S precomputes an attenuation map I :=
{I (l, j, h I , hS, fI , fS)}L2×HI×HS×F2 based on the public ter-

rain data and L-R model. Entry I (l, j, h I , hS, fI , fS) is set

to the path attenuation from an SU with operation position

( j, hS, fS) to an IU with operation position (l, h I , fI ).

2) IUs Update SAS With Their Operation Data Ti :

To reduce the amount of transmitted information, if multiple

IUs have the same operation position in both the spatial and

spectrum domains, we assume they will locally coordinate

with one another so that only the IU with the smallest

interference threshold sends its Ti to S. Note that the need for

coordination does not occur frequently in the real world since

the grid size is usually very small (e.g., a couple hundreds

of meters in length). Even if IU co-location happens, the

IUs that are so densely packed in the same small grid and

frequency band likely belong to the same organization. Thus,

the coordination is fairly easy.

3) S Initializes the Interference Budget Matrix N: Upon

receiving all the IUs’ input Ti , S aggregates Ti to

create T′ by:

T′ :=
∑

i∈all IUs
Ti , (4)

such that T ′(l, h I , fI ) :=
∑

i∈all IUs Ti (l, h I , fI ), ∀(l, h I , fI ).

Note that if there exists an IU with operation position

(l, h I , fI ), T ′(l, h I , f I ) equals the interference threshold of

the IU. If no such IU exists, T ′(l, h I , fI ) equals 0.

S then initializes an interference budget matrix N :=
{N(l, h I , f I )}L×HI×F as follows:

N(l, h I , f I ) :=
{

T ′(l, h I , f I ), if T ′(l, h I , f I ) 6= 0
∞, if T ′(l, h I , f I ) = 0

. (5)

4) S Makes Spectrum Allocation Decision Based on SU

Operation Data Rb and N: SU b transmits a spectrum

access request along with its operation data Rb to S. Upon

receiving the request, S computes SU b’s interference to each

IU operation position (l, h I , fI ) by:

Fb(l, h I , f I ) :=
∑

j,hS, fS

I (l, j, h I , hS, fI , fS)× Rb( j, hS, fS).

(6)

S subtracts SU b’s interference from N to create an interference

indicator matrix Gb by:

Gb(l, h I , fI ) := N(l, h I , f I )− Fb(l, h I , fI ),∀(l, h I , fI ).

(7)

Based on Gb, S will take one of the following two sets of

actions.

a) If ∃(l⋆, h⋆I , f ⋆I ) such that Gb(l
⋆, h⋆I , f ⋆I ) ≤ 0: In this

case, the interference budget of the IU with operation position

(l⋆, h⋆I , f ⋆I ) is exceeded if SU b is allowed to operate. Thus,

S denies SU b’s spectrum access request.
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b) Otherwise (i.e., Gb(l, h I , f I ) > 0, ∀(l, h I , fI )):

In this case, all the IUs are still safe even if SU b is allowed to

operate. Thus, S permits SU b’s spectrum access request and

provides it with a valid license. S then lowers the interference

budget matrix N by deducting SU b’s interference from it:

N(l, h I , f I )← N(l, h I , fI )− Fb(l, h I , f I ),∀(l, h I , f I ). (8)

From Step IV.A. and IV.B, we can see that, when SU b

obtains the spectrum license, the interference budgets are

reduced by SU b’s interference. Otherwise, the budgets stay

the same. In such manner, N is gradually reduced as more SUs

obtain spectrum licenses.

Note that Step I does not require any private input

data. Hence, it can be carried out in the plaintext domain.

In contrast, Step II to IV involves the private IU/SU input

data. Therefore, as shown in the next three subsections, they

will be carefully realized in the ciphertext domain.

D. Secure Computation of Step II

To preserve the privacy of IU operation data, IU i encrypts

each entry of Ti by pkG , and sends the encrypted operation

data [[Ti ]] to S.

E. Secure Computation of Step III

Secure computation of Step III is tricky since formula (5)

needs to determine the equality of T ′(l, h I , f I ) and 0 in

the ciphertext domain. This is a secure integer comparison

problem, which is known as a hard problem. Even though

the existing literatures have provided methods to do secure

integer comparison [25], [26], they require that the integers

involved in the secure computation are bit-wise encrypted.

T ′(l, h I , fI ), unfortunately, cannot be encrypted in this way

since bit-wise encryption would make the rest of interference

computation extremely complex and time-consuming. Secure

integer comparison also needs multiple rounds of communi-

cations, which is also undesirable. We completely avoid the

overhead of secure integer comparison by the following novel

integer encoding scheme.

Our method leverages the fact that to perform homomor-

phic computation on both positive and negative integers in

the spectrum computation, integers should be encoded in

two’s-complement scheme. Under this encoding scheme,

representing practical radio signal strength requires only a

small number of bits. For example, representing 1000W

in the extremely small unit fW (i.e., 10−15 watt) requires
only 60 bits. On the other hand, to ensure the recommended

112-bit security strength by NIST [27], the security parame-

ter n of Paillier cryptosystem needs to be 2048 bits long. This

means that the Paillier plaintext space is also 2048 bits long.

Thus, we can easily identify a number k that is much smaller

than 2048 but large enough so that (i) all the integer values

involved in Section III-C’s spectrum computation can be safely

encoded in k-bit two’s-complement form without the risk of

overflow; (ii) Z = 2k−1−1, which is the largest positive value
for k-bit two’s-complement integers, can be used to represent

∞ in formula (5) without affecting the computation results.

Fig. 3. Integer encoding.

With k fixed, the extra unused bits in the plaintext domain

can then be leveraged to realize Step III in the cipher-

text domain. Assume ψ is a small positive number. Using

two’s-complement encoding scheme, the representation of

a k-bit positive integer V in (k + ψ) bits is shown in

Figure 3. Also in the context of (k+ψ)-bit two’s-complement
representation, we create two integers W = V + 1− 2k−1 and
Z = 2k−1 − 1. We calculate W + Z and the result is shown

in Figure 3. Constrained by (k + ψ)-bit representation, the
leftmost bit of (W + Z) is ignored. Thus (W + Z) equals V.

Essentially, the above property of two’s-complement encoding

means that: For an (k + ψ)-bit integer T ′,

T ′ + Z =
{

V , if T ′ = W = V + 1− 2k−1

Z = ∞, if T ′ = 0
.

Based on the above property, we realize Step III in the

ciphertext domain as follows. We slightly adjust an IU i ’s way

of computing Ti . Assume IU i ’s interference threshold is a

k-bit positive integer V . IU i creates a (k + ψ)-bit integer
W = V + 1 − 2k−1 in two’s-complement form. If IU i ’s

operation position is (l, h I , f I ), Ti (l, h I , fI ) holds W . The

rest entries of Ti are set to 0. IU i encrypts Ti and submits

[[Ti ]] to S. When S receives all the IUs’ input [[Ti ]], it executes

[[T′]] := ⊕i∈all IUs[[Ti ]], (9)

where ⊕i∈all IUs is the homomorphic version of
∑

i∈all IUs.
Then, [[N]] is computed by

[[N]] := [[T′]] ⊕ [[Z]], (10)

where Z is a (L × HI × F)-sized matrix whose entries are all

set to 2k−1 − 1, and we enforce a policy that the bits higher
than the (k + ψ)th position in decrypted plaintexts should be
ignored.

F. Secure Computation of Step IV

Formula (6) and (7) in Step IV can be computed securely

by straightforwardly applying homomorphic operations:

[[Fb(l, h I , fI )]] := ⊕ j,hS, fS I (l, j, h I , hS, fI , fS)

⊗[[Rb( j, hS, fS)]], (11)

[[Gb(l, h I , fI )]] := [[N(l, h I , fI )]] ⊖ [[Fb(l, h I , fI )]]. (12)

Securely computing Step IV.A and IV.B is nontrivial. First,

to decide which step to take, S has to determine the sign

of Gb(l, h I , f I ) given only its ciphertext [[Gb(l, h I , fI )]].
This is again a secure integer comparison problem.
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TABLE IV

KEY CONVERSION

Second, in Step IV.B, a spectrum license specifying the

operation parameters needs to be generated if an SU is allowed

to operate. To preserve the privacy of the SU, these parameter

specifications need to remain in the ciphertext domain and

should only be revealed to the SU. In addition, to prevent the

SU from forging the operation parameters, these parameter

specifications also need be digitally signed. Yet, creating a

digital signature in the ciphertext domain is still an open

problem.

We solve the above challenges by a two-step approach as

follows.

Step (1): Using the key conversion algorithm in Table IV,

S creates [[Qb(l, h I , fI )]]pkb
, whose plaintext satisfies:

Qb(l, h I , f I ) =
{

0, when Gb(l, h I , f I ) > 0

−2, when Gb(l, h I , f I ) ≤ 0
. (13)

Here, [[Qb(l, h I , fI )]]pkb
denotes the encryption of

Qb(l, h I , fI ) by SU b’s individual public key pkb. Based on

the description in Section III-C, we know that the sign of

Gb(l, h I , f I ) holds the information that whether the IU with

operation position (l, h I , f I ) will be disturbed if SU b is

allowed to operate. Now this information is also reflected in

Qb(l, h I , fI ). It will later be used to generate a pkb-encrypted

license in Step (2) that can be eventually decrypted by SU b.

In the algorithm of Table IV, S uses the blinding fac-

tors α(l, h I , f I ), β(l, h I , fI ) and ǫ(l, h I , f I ) in formula

(14) to obfuscate the true value and sign of Gb(l, h I , fI )

respectively before sending [[Gb(l, h I , f I )]]pkb
to K for key

conversion. By doing this, the intermediate computation

results Gb(l, h I , f I ) will not be leaked to K . Specifically,

given Xb(l, h I , f I ) by decrypting [[Xb(l, h I , fI )]] with skG ,

K cannot infer the true value or sign of Gb(l, h I , f I ).

Fig. 4. Adding τ (l, h I , f I ) for masking (a) Case 1: Gb(l, h I , f I ) < 0
and (b) Case 2: Gb(l, h I , f I ) ≥ 0. (c) τ (l, h I , f I ).

K generates Yb(l, h I , f I ) based on the sign of Xb(l, h I , fI )

in formula (15), and encrypts it using pkb before sending it

back to S. Finally, using the recorded sign blinding factor

ǫ(l, h I , fI ), S creates [[Qb(l, h I , f I )]]pkb
by firstly recover-

ing the sign information of Gb(l, h I , fI ) through multiply-

ing [[Yb(l, h I , fI )]]pkb
by ǫ(l, h I , f I ), and then subtracting

[[1]]pkb
in formula (16). It is easy to verify that the plain-

text of [[Qb(l, h I , fI )]]pkb
generated in this way conforms

formula (13). Formal analysis of the relation between the value

selection of the blinding factors and the effectiveness of the

obfuscation can be found in Appendix 1.

Careful readers may have noticed τ (l, h I , fI ) in for-

mula (14). To understand the purpose of τ (l, h I , f I ), consider

the plaintext message format of Gb(l, h I , f I ) as shown in

Figure 4. The upper rows of subfigure 4 and 4 illustrate how

the plaintext looks like when Gb(l, h I , fI ) is negative and

positive, respectively. The lower rows show the plaintext of

α(l, h I , fI ) × Gb(l, hi , fI ). As described in Section III-E,

our secure computation steps assume the lower (ψ + k) bits

in the plaintext hold the effective data in two’s-complement

form, which are marked by blue color in Figure 4. Note that

α(l, h I , fI ) is a ψ-bit integer, so the product of Gb(l, h I , fI )

and α(l, h I , fI ) takes (k + 2ψ)-bit space. While the lower
(ψ + k) bits still hold the effective computation results under

two’s-complement encoding, the yellow part that holds the

overflowed bits from the product can potentially leak infor-

mation of the blinding factor α(l, h I , f I ). The overflowed bits

are denoted as x1x2...xψ and α1α2...αψ for case 1 and case 2

in Figure 4, respectively, and α1α2...αψ is the binary repre-

sentation of α(l, h I , f I ). Therefore, this threat is especially

acute for case 2, where the yellow part holds an exact copy

of α(l, h I , f I ). Therefore, to avoid the undesirable leakage of

α(l, h I , fI ), we add a mask τ (l, h I , fI ) shown in subfigure 4

to the product, where τ1, τ2, τ3, ..., τψ are random bits.

Step (2): In this step, we show how to approve/deny SU b’s

spectrum request by generating valid/invalid signature for

spectrum license. Specifically, S first creates a spectrum license

for SU b. The license includes the identity of SU b, the identity

of license issuer S, and [[Rb]], which is the encrypted operation
parameters of SU b that are submitted in the spectrum request.
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Then, S uses some digital signature system (e.g., Digital

Signature Algorithm) to generate a signature Cb of the license.

SAS encrypts Cb by SU b’s public key pkb and obtains

[[Cb]]pkb
. It then computes

[[Db]]pkb
:= [[Cb]]pkb

⊕
(

σ ⊗
(

⊕l,h I , f I [[Qb (l, h I , fI )]]pkb

))

,

(17)

where σ is a random integer. In essence, Db holds the valid

license signature Cb if Qb (l, h I , fI ) = 0,∀(l, h I , f I ). If for

some (l∗, h∗I , f ∗I ), Qb(l
∗, h∗I , f ∗I ) = −2, Db is equal to

Cb+some random number, which is an invalid signature. This

process guarantees that only the SU whose spectrum request

is approved by S can get valid license signature.

Finally, S sends the spectrum license along with

[[Db]]pkb
and [[Fb]] back to SU b. Upon decrypting [[Db]]pkb

,

SU b finds out whether it is allowed to access the spectrum by

examining the validity of Db using the verification algorithm

of the digital signature system. If its request is approved, SU b

generates [[Ub(l, h I , fI )]] := [[Fb(l, h I , f I )]]⊕[[0]]. Otherwise,
SU b generates [[Ub(l, h I , f I )]] := [[0]]. [[Ub]] is then sent
back to S along with SU b’s confirmation message. S executes

formula (8) securely by

[[N(l, h I , fI )]] ← [[N(l, h I , f I )]] − [[Ub(l, h I , f I )]]. (18)

Proving Forging Attempts: The above two-step approach

ensures that SU b can obtain a properly signed spectrum

license if and only if its operation does not disturb any IU.

Note that the license only holds [[Rb]], which can only be
decrypted with skG . In the following, we show that a ver-

ifier V , even without skG , can still easily prove an SU b’

forging attempt to deviate its operation parameters from the

licensed Rb to some other values (denoted as R′b).
First, V can observe SU b’s operation near its physical

location. Note that when we say V observes an SU’s operation,

we mean it is close enough to measure the radio signal of the

SU so that the SU’s antenna height, transmit power, transmit

frequency, and location can be estimated. Techniques such

as radio localization and signal spectrum analyzing can be

used to derive such operation data from the emitted radio

signal of the SU. It is worth mentioning that observing SUs’

operation requires additional monitoring equipment, which

causes additional cost. Then, V requests SU b to provide its

operation parameters. SU b can only submit R′b since if SU b

lies, the operation parameters provided will not match V ’s

observation. Next, V requests SU b to provide a copy of the

signed spectrum license. Note that the license includes [[Rb]].
Then, V requests SU b to provide the the random number

r used to create [[Rb( j, hS, fS)]] from Rb( j, hS, fS) in the

encryption process of Paillier cryptosystem. Using the Enc

algorithm in Table I, V attempts to re-encrypt Rb( j, hS, fS)

using pkG and r . Since pkG and r are the same used to

create [[Rb( j, hS, fS)]] from Rb( j, hS, fS), [[R′b( j, hS, fS)]]
should be the same as [[Rb( j, hS, fS)]] if Rb( j, hS, fS)

equals R′b( j, hS, fS). If [[Rb( j, hS, fS)]] 6= [[R′b( j, hS, fS)]],
V proves that SU b has forged its operation parameter spec-

ification. The above verification process is performed for all

the operation positions. Note that SU b cannot find another

random number r ′ that can be used to re-encrypt R′b( j, hS, fS)

to get [[Rb( j, hS, fS)]]. This is because one ciphertext can only
be decrypted to one plaintext.

G. Security Analysis

1) Correctness: It is straightforward to see that, if the

underlying Paillier cryptosystem is correct, P2-SAS correctly

performs the SAS process described in Section II-A. Detailed

correctness proof of Paillier cryptosystem can be found in [14].
2) Privacy:

Theorem 1: P2-SAS securely performs the SAS process in

the presence of semi-honest S and K as long as Paillier cryp-

tosystem is semantically secure, blinding factors are properly

generated, and S and K are non-colluding.

Proof: This theorem can be proved using the composition

theorem [19] under the semi-honest model by analyzing the

security of each step in P2-SAS. Specifically, the computation

steps in S are all performed in the ciphertext domain, so if

K is not colluding with S, S cannot infer any private IU/SU

operation information from these computation steps due to the

semantic security of Paillier cryptosystem [14].

In the key conversion service, K can obtain the plaintext

of Xb(l, h I , fI ). The privacy is still preserved if knowing

Xb(l, h I , f I ) gives K negligible advantage in distinguish-

ing Gb(l, h I , f I ) compared with random guesses [28]. This

requirement can be fulfilled by properly generating blinding

factors α(l, h I , f I ), β(l, h I , f I ), and ǫ(l, h I , f I ) to obfuscate

the true value and sign of Gb(l, h I , f I ). The guidelines for

proper generation of blinding factors and the formal security

proof can be found in Appendix 1. �

IV. TUNING & ACCELERATION

In this section, we investigate the tradeoff between accuracy

and computation overhead in interference calculation by tuning

the quantization granularity parameters. We also propose effec-

tive acceleration methods to improve P2-SAS’s efficiency.

A. Tuning of Quantization Granularity

As mentioned in Section III-B, to reduce computation

overhead, we quantize location and antenna height values.

Quantization introduces error in attenuation estimation, which

may lead to either interference underestimation or interference

overestimation.

Interference underestimation happens when the estimated

attenuation value is larger than the true value. It should be

strictly forbidden since it may cause the accumulative inter-

ference to IUs exceeds the interference threshold. The key to

eliminate interference underestimation is to always choose the

quantized values that make the estimated attenuation smaller.

For example, the antenna height should always be rounded up

since the higher antenna makes the estimated attenuation value

smaller.

Interference overestimation happens when the estimated

attenuation value is smaller than the true value, which causes

more consumption of interference budget in S’s computation

than necessary. Interference overestimation leads to under-

utilization of spectrum, which is undesirable yet tolerable.
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TABLE V

BENCHMARK OF PAILLIER CRYPTOSYSTEM

More fine-grained quantization yields more precise attenuation

map, which reduces interference overestimation error at the

cost of larger computation overhead. We quantitatively study

the impact of quantization granularity on the tradeoff between

interference overestimation error and computation overhead.

Specifically, we use 4 integer metrics A, Bs, Bi , Ba to denote

the quantization granularity. A is the side length of grid.

SU height, IU height, and attenuation are quantized into 2Bs ,

2Bi , 2Ba levels, respectively. We formulate the following

optimization problem to seek for the optimal quantization

granularity setting that minimizes the interference overestima-

tion error under constrained computation overhead.

minimize
A,Bs ,Bi ,Ba

err(A, Bs, Bi , Ba)

subject to cost (A, Bs, Bi , Ba) ≤ C,

A ∈ {100, 200, ..., 500},
Bs ∈ {1, 2, 3},
Bi ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
Ba ∈ {1, 2, ..., 30} (19)

Function err(A, Bs, Bi , Ba) is defined as the root-mean-

square error (RMSE) between the estimated attenuation values

under the granularity setting (A, Bs, Bi , Ba) and the true

attenuation values. Function cost (A, Bs, Bi , Ba) is measured

as the estimated response time to an SU’s spectrum request

under the granularity setting (A, Bs, Bi , Ba). Specifically,

given the values of A, Bs, Bi , Ba , we can count the number

of different Paillier operations executed in S by analyzing

the formulas in Section III. For example, formula (12) needs

L∗2Bi∗F homomorphic subtraction operations. The estimation

of response time is obtained by multiplying the number of

different Paillier operations with the average execution time

per operation. A benchmark of Paillier cryptosystem is given

in Table V. The cost budget C is selected according to the

response time required in specific application scenarios. Note

that in (19), we assume Bs ≤ 3, Bi ≤ 4 since 3 and 4 have
been shown to be usually larger than our optimal solution of

Bs and Bi and hence are safe boundary values. We set Ba ≤ 30
since 30-bit space is more than enough to accommodate all

the practical attenuation values.

To solve the optimization problem of (19), we observe that

it is a monotonic integer optimization problem. This type of

optimization problem can be efficiently solved by the branch-

and-bound method [29]. Notably, the optimization problem

Fig. 5. Sample of attenuation map in Washington D.C. The attenuation value
is measured from each coordinate point to the center.

only needs to be solved once at the initialization stage of

P2-SAS and is not recomputed for runtime decision making.

B. Improving Efficiency

Since P2-SAS potentially needs to serve a large number of

IUs and SUs, its efficiency is critical for the scalability and

practicality in the real-world deployment. In this subsection,

we present some acceleration methods to improve P2-SAS’s

efficiency.
1) Factoring: Through estimating the response time of S in

Section IV-A, we observe that computing [[Fb]] in formula (11)
dominates the computation overhead of the whole system.

It needs L2 ∗ 2Bi ∗ 2Bs ∗ F2 number of ⊗ operations and the
same number of ⊕ operations. By reducing the computation
complexity of formula (11), we can greatly improve P2-SAS’s

efficiency.

Our method is based on factoring, i.e., ⊕K
i=1 ([[ai ]] ⊗ b) =

(

⊕K
i=1[[ai ]]

)

⊗ b. Note that the transformation from the left

side of the equation to the right side can reduce the number

of ⊗ operation from K to 1, while keeping the number

of ⊕ operation the same. We also observe that in the real

world, large areas often share the same attenuation values, as

demonstrated by the sample attenuation map in Figure 5. Thus,

given (l, h I , fI ), we group the I (l, j, h I , hS, fI , fS) entries

that have the same value. Assume there are totally K groups

and all the entries in group a equal Ia , a = {1, 2, ..., K }. Then,
formula (11) can be converted to the following more efficient

form:

[[Fb(l, h I , f I )]] := ⊕K
a=1

(

Ia ⊗
(

⊕I (l, j,h I ,hS, f I , fS)∈a

[[Rb( j, hS, fS)]]
))

. (20)

2) Precomputing if I Is Published: In the case where S does

not consider the interference map I as proprietary data, we can

further reduce S’s computation overhead by letting S publish I.

Leveraging the published interference map I, SU b can directly

compute Fb(l, h I , fI ) of formula (11) in the plaintext domain,

encrypt the result and send [[Fb]] to S as part of the spectrum

request. In this way, S does not need to execute formula (11)

(or (20)), so that the most computationally intensive part in

P2-SAS is avoided.
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This acceleration method is based on the assumption that

SUs can faithfully perform the interference calculation. The

assumption might not necessarily be true because there are

incentives of SUs to cheat in the interference calculation

process to gain illegal access to spectrum. We propose a

verification mechanism to prove such cheating behavior of a

suspicious SU. Specifically, a verifier can firstly get the SU’s

real operation parameters Rb by monitoring near the SU,

adopting the similar technique in Section III-F. Then, the

verifier requires K to provide the decryption of [[Fb]]. If the
verifier finds that equation (6) does not hold, it proves that

the suspicious SU cheats in the interference calculation.

3) Ciphertext Packing: Ciphertext packing technique [30]

allows P2-SAS to pack multiple integers into one ciphertext

to reduce computation and communication overhead. Specif-

ically, the ciphertext packing technique is applied to the

formulas (9), (10), (20), (12), (14) as follows.

Recall the integer encoding policy specified in Section III-F.

All the integers involved in S’s computation can be represented

in p := (k + 2ψ)-bit space and the lower (k + ψ) bits

are effective. Therefore, we can divide the 2048-bit plaintext

space into q := ⌊2048/p⌋ segments, and each segment holds
one p-bit integer. This means that q p-bit integers can be

packed into one 2048-bit plaintext message. After encryption,

the integers packed in one ciphertext can be homomorphically

operated simultaneously.

Leveraging the ciphertext packing technique, an IU i packs

q Ti entries together before encryption. For an SU b, if the

interference map I is shared among SUs (Section IV-B.2’s

scheme is used), it packs q Fb entries together before encryp-

tion. If I is kept secret in S (Section IV-B.1’s scheme is

used), SU b can only submits the unpacked [[Rb]] in the
spectrum request to S. The packing of Rb happens on S side.

Specifically, S packs [[Rb]] entries directly in the ciphertext
domain by first shifting each entry using homomorphic scalar

multiplication to the right bit position, and then combining

these entries using homomorphic addition. With the packed

[[Ti ]] and [[Rb]], the computation overhead in formulas (9),
(10), (20), (12), (14) is reduced by a factor of q .

It is worth mentioning that when applying the packing

technique to formula (14), the sign-bit blinding factor ǫ cannot

be packed and one ǫ will be used to scale all the Gb entries

that are packed together, which can potentially weaken the

protection on Gb’ sign. To address this problem, note that for

a (k + ψ)-bit integer, adding 1 = (1 000...0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k+ψ−1

)2 only changes

the sign bit. Thus, we can modify formula (14) as:

[[Xb(l, h I , fI )]] :=
(

α(l, h I , fI )⊗ [[Gb(l, h I , fI )]]
⊕[[τ (l, h I , f I )]]

⊖ [[β(l, h I , fI )]]
)

⊕ [[δ(l, h I , fI )]], (21)

where δ(l, h I , fI ) is uniformly chosen in {0,1}. With for-
mula (21), the packing technique can be applied to δ(l, h I , fI )

so that the signs of the Gb entries packed in the same plaintext

can be individually perturbed.

Careful readers may also have noticed that in formula (21),

the Gb entries that are packed in the same plaintext are scaled

TABLE VI

EXPERIMENT PARAMETER SETTINGS

by the same blinding factor α since α cannot be packed. This

can cause certain loss of α’s blinding effectiveness. However,

it can be shown that the loss of blinding effectiveness is slight

and the blinding technique is still secure. The formal proof

can be found in Appendix 2.

4) Parallelization: The computation tasks of P2-SAS are

readily to be parallelized. Specifically. the entries of a matrix

can be divided into subsets and the computation tasks of

different subsets can be distributed to different threads and

servers.

V. EVALUATION

A. Implementation

We construct the Paillier cryptosystem based on GMP

library [31]. Security parameter n is set to be 2048 bits long.

Table V shows a benchmark of the Paillier implementation.

For parallelization implementation, we divide the computation

into 24 threads and evenly distribute them to three desktops

with Intel i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz and 12GB RAM.

B. Evaluation Settings

To evaluate P2-SAS, we set the service area to be

a 154.82 km2 area in Washington D.C. We employ L-R

model provided by SPLAT! [32] to calculate the attenuation

map I in this area. Real terrain data from USGS [21] and

SRTM3 [22] is used in L-R model. Important experiment

parameter settings are presented in Table VI. The first four

parameter values are obtained by solving the optimization

problem (19) in Section IV-A. There are 20000 SUs in the

experiment, and we assume that each SU is scheduled to send

an SU request to S to renew its SU license in a dedicated

time slot, which is determined through some central scheduler

in S. The interference thresholds of IUs are randomly assigned

between −80 dBm and −130 dBm to simulate the interference
thresholds of typical radar receivers.

C. Accuracy

In this subsection, we evaluate the accuracy of P2-SAS in

spectrum allocation. Specifically, we measure the error rates of

the spectrum allocation decisions made by P2-SAS compared

with the traditional SAS implementation as ground truth. In the
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Fig. 6. Computation overhead.

traditional SAS implemented, no privacy-preserving feature

is adopted, and no quantization process in the interference

computation is employed. The errors we focus on include

false positive error and false negative error. False positive

error refers to the situation that an SU’s request that should

be denied in traditional SAS gets approved in P2-SAS.

This error is usually caused by interference underestimation.

In contrast, false negative error refers to the situation that

an SU’s request that should be approved in traditional SAS

gets denied in P2-SAS. This is usually caused by interference

overestimation. We run P2-SAS for 1000 times. In each run,

the operation parameters of IUs and SUs are all randomly

generated. We measure the average false positive rate and false

negative rate in the experiment, and the results show that the

false positive rate and false negative rate are 0 and 2.72%,

respectively. Therefore, P2-SAS incurs no false positive error

and very small false negative error due to the optimal tuning

of quantization in Section IV-A.

D. Effectiveness of Acceleration Methods

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance improve-

ment of different acceleration methods introduced in

Section IV-B. In terms of the performance metrics, we focus

on the computation overhead of each party and the communi-

cation overhead of SU in one spectrum access process. These

metrics are critical to assess P2-SAS’s scalability for mobile

SUs in highly dynamic environment.

The evaluation results of computation overhead and com-

munication overhead are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7,

respectively. For simplicity, we denote the acceleration method

of Section IV-B.x as (x). As can be seen in the figures,

the combination of acceleration methods (2,3,4) produces

the largest performance improvement with respect to both

computation overhead and communication overhead. Note that

the acceleration method (4) is parallelization, which will not

affect the communication overhead. We will use (2, 3, 4) as

the default acceleration setting, and compare the accelerated

P2-SAS with the traditional SAS in Section V-E.

Fig. 7. Communication overhead.

E. Comparison With Traditional SAS

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the

accelerated P2-SAS with the traditional SAS that has no pri-

vacy protection. For computation overhead, P2-SAS’s average

processing time per SU spectrum request is 6.96 seconds

as seen from Figure 6, while the average processing time

of traditional SAS implementation is 0.13 seconds. For the

communication overhead of SU, the uplink and downlink

data amounts are 2.38 MB and 1.59 MB respectively as seen

from Figure 7. For traditional SAS, the uplink and downlink

data amounts are 3.51 KB and 2.53 KB, respectively. Based on

the experiment result, we can compute that all the 20000 SUs’

licenses can be renewed in 38.7 hours. This means that a

license issued for each SU must be valid for at least 38.7 hours.

We can also see that while P2-SAS’s performance is still not

as good as the traditional SAS service due to the overhead

of privacy protection, its performance is already very encour-

aging as a proof-of-concept implementation. In the real-world

deployment, P2-SAS can be hosted on advanced computing

clusters to further improve its performance.

VI. RELATED WORK

A. Privacy and Security in SAS-Driven Systems

The most relevant related work are [23] and [33]. In [33],

private information retrieval (PIR) techniques are employed

to protect SU’s location privacy against untrusted SAS.

However, in [33], only SU’s privacy protection is considered,

while in many DSA cases involving government-commercial

sharing, IU’s privacy is a more critical concern that needs

to be preferentially addressed. In [23], an inference attack

is identified where a malicious SU can derive IUs’ opera-

tion information by examining the returned spectrum access

permissions from SAS. To counter this attack, obfuscation

techniques are adopted to introduce noises in the response to

the SU’s spectrum query, so that IUs’ operation information

can be somewhat protected from the malicious SU. Although

the malicious SUs’ threat to IUs’ privacy is mitigated in [23],
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it does not address the privacy threat from untrusted

SAS. Other related work about security of SAS-driven

DSA systems aim at mitigating attacks include malware

infection [34], location spoofing [35], and secondary user

faking [36].

B. Multi-Party Computation (MPC)

The secure MPC problem was introduced by Yao [37].

In general, secure MPC allows a set of n parties, each with

a private input, to securely and jointly compute the output

of an n-party function f over their inputs. Theoretically, the

general secure multi-party computation problem is solvable

using circuit evaluation protocol [38]. While this approach

seems appealing in its generality, the communication com-

plexity of the protocol depends on the size of the circuit

that describes the function f , and in addition, involves large

constant factors in their complexity. In recent years, fully

homomorphic encryption (FHE), which can homomorphically

perform both additive and multiplicative operations, are also

being proposed for general MPC. The first FHE scheme was

proposed in 2009 in [39]. Although research in FHE has made

tremendous progress in improving efficiency [40], it is still far

from practical for most of the real-world applications. There-

fore, as Goldreich pointed out in [38], since these general

solutions can be impractical for many MPC problems, special

solutions should be developed for special cases for efficiency

reasons. DSA problem, due to its complex nature, belongs

to the type that cannot be efficiently solved by the general

method. The purpose of this work is to find a customized

solution that is much more efficient than the general theoretical

solutions.

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we build P2-SAS for privacy-preserving

centralized DSA by converting complex spectrum alloca-

tion computation and certification procedures into the lim-

ited homomorphic computation types. Combining the unique

characteristics of spectrum allocation computation with the

nature of Paillier cryptosystem, we are able to significantly

reduce the computation overhead of P2-SAS. We evaluate its

scalability and practicality using experiments based on real-

world data. Experiment results show that P2-SAS can respond

an SU’s spectrum request in 6.96 seconds with communication

overhead of less than 4 MB.

The current design of P2-SAS only manages the spectrum

sharing between IUs and SUs. The spectrum sharing among

SUs is not yet considered. Some recent DSA proposals by

FCC and the research community [5] also explore the possi-

bility of using SAS to manage spectrum sharing among SUs.

We plan to incorporate this new feature of SAS design into

the future version of P2-SAS. We also plan to extend the

current design to handle some specific DSA scenarios, such

as 3-tier model in 3.5 GHz. Finally, we seek to relax the

semi-honest requirement of P2-SAS and consider malicious

adversary scenarios in the future. The discussion of countering

malicious SUs in Section III-B is the first step towards this

direction.

APPENDIX

A. Security Analysis on the Blinding Factor in Formula (14)

We use blinding factors α(l, h I , fI ), β(l, h I , f I ), and

ǫ(l, h I , fI ) in formula (14) to obfuscate the sensitive inter-

mediate results Gb(l, h I , fI ) to Key Distributor. By carefully

choosing these blinding factors, the security can be guaranteed

by making the probability of distinguishing Gb(l, h I , fI )

given Xb(l, h I , fI ) at Key Distributor negligible compared

with random guesses. Formally, it means that we need to

carefully determine the distribution of the random integers

α and β so that, given that one knows X and the fact that

X = ǫ(αG − β), ǫ $←− {1,−1} ( $←− denotes that ǫ is drawn
uniformly at random from {1,−1}) for some integer G, the

value of G can have ρ different uniformly distributed choices

and the probability of distinguishing the right G value is only

1/ρ. When ρ is large enough, we can say the obfuscating

technique is secure enough. Let us first consider the case where

ǫ = 1 and G > 0, that is to say: X + β = α × G and G > 0.

Since α > β ≥ 0, we also have X > 0 in this case. Under

this case, we have the following definition and theorem.

Definition 3: Given that one knows X , X > 0, we define

the set SG(X)

SG (X) = {G1,G2, ...,Gn} (22)

be the set of possible G values, where (1) ∃αi > βi ≥ 0,
s.t .X + βi = αi × Gi . (2) Gi 6= G j ,∀i 6= j . (3) Gi > 0,∀i .

Theorem 2: If X = a2 or X = a2 ± a, for some a ≥ 2,
a ∈ Z, |SG(X)| + 1 = |SG(X + 1)|. Otherwise, |SG(X)| =
|SG(X + 1)|.

Proof of Theorem 2: Assuming that Gi ∈ SG(X), by

Definition 3, there exists αi > βi ≥ 0 that makes X + βi =
αi × Gi .

Case 1.1: βi 6= 0 In this case, rearranging X+βi = αi×Gi ,

we get (X + 1)+ (βi − 1) = αi ×Gi , αi > βi − 1 ≥ 0, which
means that Gi ∈ SG (X + 1). In essence, it means that in this
case, an element Gi ∈ SG(X) is mapped to the same element

Gi ∈ SG (X + 1).
Case 1.2: βi = 0 and Gi − αi < −1
In this case, X = αi×Gi . So we also have X = Gi×αi and

Gi > 0, which means αi ∈ SG (X). Rearrange X = αi ×Gi as

(X+1)+ (Gi−1) = (αi +1)×Gi . Since αi +1 > Gi −1, so
Gi ∈ SG (X+1). Since Gi > Gi−1, so (αi+1) ∈ SG (X+1).
Next, we prove αi + 1 6∈ SG(X). The proof is based on

considering the contradiction. Assume there exists 1 satisfy-

ing X+(Gi+1+1×αi ) = (Gi+1)(αi+1). To make αi+1 ∈
SG(X), we should have Gi+1 > Gi+1+1×αi ≥ 0. Equiv-
alently, Gi +1 > Gi +1+1×αi ⇔ 1×αi < 0⇔ 1 < 0.

Gi+1+1×αi ≥ 0 & 1 < 0⇔ Gi ≥ −(1+αi )1 ≥ 1+αi ,

which contradicts with Gi − αi < −1. So αi + 1 6∈ SG(X).

We also can prove that αi /∈ SG (X + 1). The proof is also
based on contradiction.

In summary, in case 1.2, element Gi ∈ SG (X) and its

companion element αi ∈ SG (X) uniquely maps to two entries

Gi ∈ SG (X + 1) and (αi + 1) ∈ SG(x + 1).
Case 1.3: βi = 0 and Gi − αi > 1

In this case, we have X = αi × Gi and αi − Gi < −1.
This case is the same as case 1.2 except that Gi and
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αi is exchanged. Thus, using the same proof of case 1.2, we

can get Gi ∈ SG (X), αi ∈ SG (X), αi ∈ SG (X + 1),Gi + 1 ∈
SG (x + 1),Gi /∈ SG (X + 1) and Gi + 1 /∈ SG (X).

In summary, in case 1.3, element Gi ∈ SG(X) and its

companion element αi ∈ SG(X) uniquely maps to two entries

Gi + 1 ∈ SG(X + 1) and αi ∈ SG (x + 1).
With the above case studies, we can draw the following con-

clusions. In case 1.1, one element in SG (X) uniquely maps to

one element in SG(X+1). In case 1.2 and 1.3, two companion
entries in SG(X) uniquely map to two entries in SG(X + 1).
Similarly, we can also prove that the map holds from the

opposite direction, i.e. SG (X+1) to SG(X). Specifically, given

∀G j ∈ SG(X + 1), there exists (X + 1) + β j = α j ∗ G j .

α j > β j ≥ 0. When α j > β j + 1, we can prove one
element in SG(X+1) uniquely maps to one element in SG (X).

This condition corresponds to case 1.1. When α j = β j + 1
& G j − β j < 1, or α j = β j + 1 & G j − β j > 3, we

can also find two companion entries in SG (X + 1) uniquely
map to two entries in SG(X). These conditions corresponds to

case 1.2 and 1.3.

Case 2: βi = 0 and |Gi − αi | ≤ 1, equivalently X = G2i or

X = Gi ∗ (Gi − 1)
Similar to Case 1.2, from X = αi×Gi , we have αi ∈ SG (x).

Rearrange X = αi × Gi as follows:

(X +1)+ (Gi −1) = (αi +1)×Gi . Since |Gi −αi | ≤ 1⇔
(αi+1) > (Gi−1), so Gi ∈ SG (X+1). Since Gi > (Gi−1),
αi + 1 ∈ SG (X + 1).
(X + 1)+ (αi − 1) = (Gi + 1)×αi . Since |Gi −αi | ≤ 1⇔

(Gi + 1) > (αi − 1), αi ∈ SG(X + 1). Since αi > (αi − 1),
Gi + 1 ∈ SG(X + 1).
When Gi −αi = 0, X = G2i . We have Gi ∈ SG(X +1) and

Gi + 1 ∈ SG(X + 1). Using proof by contradiction (similar
with the proof in case 2), we can show that Gi +1 = αi +1 /∈
SG (X + 1). In this case, we have Gi = αi ∈ SG (X),Gi =
αi ∈ SG (X + 1),Gi + 1 = αi + 1 ∈ SG(X + 1) and Gi + 1 =
αi + 1 /∈ SG (X).

When Gi − αi = −1, X = Gi × (Gi − 1), we have Gi ∈
SG (X),Gi + 1 ∈ SG (x),Gi ∈ SG(X + 1),Gi + 1 ∈ SG (X +
1),Gi + 2 ∈ SG(X + 1). In addition, using contradiction, we
can also show that Gi + 2 /∈ SG (X).

In Case 2, two companion entries in SG (X) map to three

entries in SG (X + 1). Since Case 2 only happens for one Gi

value in SG(X) when X = a2 or X = a2 − a, we know

that |SG (X)| + 1 = |SG(X + 1)| in this case. For other X

values, only case 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 can happen, which makes

|SG(X)| = |SG (X + 1)|. �

From Theorem 2, it is not hard to see that |SG(X)| can be
expressed by the following fomula:

|SG(X)| =

{

2a − 1 if a(a − 1)+ 1 ≤ X ≤ a2

2a if a2 + 1 ≤ X ≤ a(a + 1),
(23)

where a ≥ 2, a ∈ Z. Formula (23) also completely matches

the numerical analysis results shown in Figure 8.

When ǫ is randomly picked in {−1, 1} and G can be

both positive and negative integers, it is easy to see that the

possible number of choices of G values to a given X will be

2|SG(X)|. Then, we can use 2|SG(X)| to determine the para-

Fig. 8. Theoretical result in formula (23) and numerical analysis result.

meter settings of α(l, h I , f I ) and β(l, h I , fI ) in formula (14).

Specifically, if we want the time/advantage ratio to be 2w,

we can tune the blinding factors α(l, h I , f I ) and β(l, h I , fI )

so that in the distribution of Xb(l, h I , f I ), the probability

of X (l, h I , f I ) < 22∗w−4 is negligible. In this way, each
Xb(l, h I , f I ) is mapped to at least 2

w choices of Gb(l, h I , fI ),

so the time/advantage ratio to guess the real one is at least 2w.

In this paper, we set α(l, h I , fI ) and β(l, h I , fI ) as 220 bits

random positive integers so that the blinding factor scheme has

security strength of at least 112 bits, which is consistent with

the 2048 bit Paillier cryptosystem that we have implemented.

B. Security Analysis of the Packing Technique in Formula

(14)

As discussed in Section IV-B.3, while using the packing

technique, the same α will be used to scale the Gb(l, h I , fI )

entries packed in the same 2048-bit plaintext. We have the

following theorem to address the security issue.

Theorem 3: In formula (14), using the same α to scale the

Gb(l, h I , fI ) entries packed in the one plaintext message will

reduced the security level by 2q-2 bits, where q is the number

of Gb(l, h I , f I ) entries packed together in one plaintext.

Proof of Theorem 3: Consider the whole plaintext denoted

as G. Given X which is calculated by G following (14),

the number of different G satisfying X = ǫ(αG − β) is
2∗2
√
22048 = 22 ∗21024. Now we consider each Gb(l, h I , fI )

entry packed in the plaintext G. Assume we are using different

α for each entry, so the total number of Gb(l, h I , f I ) com-

binations to get X is (2 ∗ 2
√
22048/q)q = 22q ∗ 21024. So the

time/advantage ratio is reduce from 22q ∗ 21024 to 22 ∗ 21024
and the security level is reduced by 2q − 2 bit. �

Since we only pack q = 4 segments in one 2048-bit

plaintext, we only lose 6-bit security level.
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